INLIFE Wake-Up Light User Manual

I. Function
1. 12-hour or 24-hour format
2. White light & color light
3. Sunrise simulation wake-up light
4. Touch to control the light
5. Power supply: DC 5V or 2xAAA batteries
6. Natural sound & FM radio alarm clock
7. FM radio

II. Overview

III. Operation
1. Light
When touch 1 once, the white light is on. The brightness of the lamp can be adjusted by touching 2 (the brightness is 12%, 30%, 75%, 100% respectively). When touch 1 twice, different color will flash all the time, touching 3 to select color (Green - Red - Blue - Pink).
When touch 1 three times, the light is off.

2. Time setting
2.1 24/12
Press 4 to Choose between a 12-hour and a 24-hour clock. (When the 12-hour time format is selected, PM will be displayed).
2.2 Set hour and minute:
Press 5 to enter time setting mode
Press 6 to set Hour, press 7 after set hour
Press 8 to set Minute, press 9 after set minute

2.3 Tips
Press 1 and 4 together for 3 seconds, the time will disappear. Press any one of button 5 - 9, the time will display again.
Night Mode is from 23:00 to 6:00, only effect when powered by DC 5V.
The time symbol will be automatically disappeared after 5 seconds when powered by AAA batteries. If you want the time symbol displays again, press any one of button 5 - 9 every time.

3. Alarm clock setting
Press 1 to turn on/off the alarm clock (an alarm symbol will be appeared on LED display when the alarm turn on).
Press 2 to enter alarm clock setting mode.
Press 3 to set Hour, press 4 after set hour.
Press 5 to set Minute, press 6 after set minute.
Press 7 to set alarm sound (there are 7 alarm sounds, 1 to 6 are natural sounds, 7 is FM radio), press 8 after set alarm sound.
Press 9 to set the volume of sound (the volume can be divided into 15 level, and it can be adjusted from 1 to 15. The alarm sound is 10 when the wake up light turn on at first time).
Press 0 after finish volume setting.

4. Sunrise simulation wake-up light and alarm clock
4.1 Powered by DC 5V
30 minutes before alarm clock time, the light will be on gradually from 1% of brightness to 100% of brightness, simulating the sunrise to prepare our body for waking up (for example, the alarm clock time is 8:00, the light will be on 7:30).
10 minutes before alarm clock time, the alarm clock will ring 1 minute with 100% of volume. (For example, the alarm clock time is 8:00, the alarm will ring on 7:50).
At alarm clock time (the alarm clock time is 8:00), the alarm clock will ring 10 minutes with 100% of volume.

4.2 Tips
When the alarm is ringing, you can press any one of button 5 - 9 to stop alarm.
When the light is on, you can touch the button 1 - 4 to change the light brightness.
Touch 1 or 4 for 3 seconds or more, the wake up light can be turned off, and resume normal light function.

4.3 Powered by AAA batteries
No light function.
At alarm clock time (for example, the alarm clock time is 8:00), the alarm clock will ring 3 minutes, you can press any one of button 5 - 9 to stop alarm.

5. FM Radio
Press 0 to turn on/off the FM Radio.
Press 1 several seconds to search channel, and the searched channel will be stored automatically.
Press 2 to select channel, and then press 3 to set the volume.
When FM radio is working, at alarm clock time, the alarm will ring and FM radio suspend work.
And then the FM radio start working again after the alarm stop work.

IV. Attention
To avoid any accident, never put this product in fire or water.
Don ’ t press two or more keys at the same time.
If there is any malfunction, please unplug the unit for 3 seconds.
Pls storage in dry place and take off batteries if not use for a long time.
Long touch A can see the version no., touch any key of BCDE to resume.
To avoid failure, interval of every touch must be more than 1 second.
If powered by 2xAAA batteries, When playing FM radio, it will return back time display if lower power. Pls replace AAA batteries.
The appliance has no on/off switch. To disconnect the appliance from the power source, remove the plug from the wall outlet.